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Abstract- In this work we consider a class of networked
control systems (NCS) when the control signal is sent to the
plant via a UDP-like communication protocol. In this case the
controller sends a communication packet to the plant across a
lossy network, but the controller does not receive any acknowl-
edgement signal indicating the status of the control packet.
Standard observer based estimators assume the estimator has
knowledge of what control signal is applied to the plant.
Under the UDP-like protocol the controller/estimator does not
have explicit knowledge whether the control signals have been
applied to the plant or not. We present a simple estimation and
control algorithm that consists of a state and mode observer as
well as a constraint on the control signal sent to the plant. For
the class of systems considered, discrete time LTI plants where
at least one of the states that is directly affected by the input
is also part of the measurement vector, the estimator is able to
recover the fate of the control packet from the measurement
at the next timestep and exhibit better performance than other
naive schemes. For single-input-single-output (SISO) systems
we are able to show convergence properties of the estimation
error and closed loop stability. Simulations are provided to
demonstrate the algorithm and show it's effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years networked control systems (NCS) have
gained much attention in the research community. Networked
control systems are characterized by the presences of com-
munication links in the feedback loop. These communication
links introduce delays and losses of information in the
feedback loop that can degrade the performance of the
control system. The effect of information loss is considered
in this paper.
The problem of estimating the state of a dynamical system
over a lossy network was considered by Sinopoli, et al [1].
The authors considered a discrete time LTI system corrupted
by Gaussian noise and analyzed the performance of the
Kalman filter when the sensor measurements are sent to the
filter across a lossy network. They gave stability conditions
for the expected value of the estimation error covariance
that was a function of the instability of the system and the
frequency of data dropouts. The pure estimation problem was
also investigated in [2], [3]
In [4] Sinopoli et al began looking at closing the loop
across lossy networks. They added a lossy network be-
tween the controller/estimator and the actuators/plant. They
attempted to solve the LQG problem in this framework.
In this work they made the implicit assumption that the
estimator/controller had direct knowledge about the fate of
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the control packet sent to the plant by way of an acknowl-
edgement signal, i.e. a TCP-like protocol. They used this
assumption to show that a separation principle holds and
that the optimal LQG control is linear with a bounded cost
when the percentage of loss is below a threshold.
Sinopoli et al began to consider UDP-like communication
protocols, where there is no receive acknowledgement, for
the network between the controller/estimator and the acu-
tators/plant in [5], [6]. They show that in this setting the
LQG controller is in general nonlinear and cannot, in general,
be found in closed form. We investigate a similar problem
setting in this paper.
We assume there is perfect communication between the
sensors and the estimator/controller so that the measurement
data is always available at the estimator. The network con-
necting the estimator/controller to the actuators/plant uses
UDP-like protocols. This setup is summarized in Fig. 1. We
will model the system as a Jump Linear System (JLS) and
present an estimator algorithm guaranteed to recover the fate
of the control packet. The estimator algorithm consists of
state and mode observers as well as a constraint on the
control signal. We will show how this algorithm can be
used with a modified state feedback controller to stabilize
the closed loop system.
Fig. 1. NCS feedback loop.
Since we will model the system as a JLS it is worthwhile
to note some of the estimation literature for JLS. In [7],
Alessandri, et al present a receding horizon estimator for
a JLS with bounded disturbances. Their problem setting is
slightly different in that they consider only open loop JLS,
they do not attempt to design a feedback law. The work
in [8] designs an optimal compensator for a JLS with Gaus-
sian noise and an unknown switching parameter. Stability
conditions are given for the closed loop that appear to be
more complicated than those presented here. In [9] Babali
and Egerstedt present an algorithm that resembles the one
presented in this paper. They also consider a state observer
along with a mode detector, however, their algorithm does
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not consider the design of the controller.
The paper is organized as follows. We give an introduction
to the problem and related work in Section I. In Section II we
set up the problem in a mathematical framework. The esti-
mator algorithm and its convergence properties are presented
in Section III. Examples are given in Section IV to illustrate
the effectiveness of the algorithm. Finally, conclusions and a
description of future extensions to this work are in Section V.
II. PROBLEM SET UP
We consider a networked control system where the con-
troller sends commands to the actuator across a packet
dropping network as in Fig. 1. The network is assumed to
be following UDP-type protocol. That is the controller sends
signals to the actuators but does not receive any form of
acknowledgement, i.e. the controller does not know if the
packet was dropped or not.
The plants we consider are discrete-time linear systems.
If the control packet is not received it is assumed the plant
applies no control and evolves open loop. The plant is
Xk+1 = AXk + -YkBuk + Wk
Yk = CXk +Vk
eZC {0,1}
(1)
(2)
(3)
where we have used the notation zk = (I- LC)wk
-Lvk+1
Let Xk [Xk, eklT, the closed loop dynamics are
A O
Xk+1 =Xk
X 0 A-LCA
+ FL(-^)I-Ck BU + Wkz (6)
The goal is to design an estimator and a control algorithm
that can recover the fate of -yk at time k + 1. It should not
require much computation and also stabilize the closed loop
in some sense.
A. Naive Schemes
Before presenting our algorithm, we will first look at
several naive schemes for dealing with this situation. To
simplify the analysis of these naive schemes we will ignore
the noise terms, i.e. let wk = Zk = 0. For the sake of showing
the pitfalls of these schemes, it should be clear that if their
faults are exposed even in the noise free case they certainly
will not be suitable when noise is present. When analyzing
our algorithm we will once again include the noise. Let us
assume a part of these naive schemes is to include a state
feedback controller Uk = Fx.
The closed loop is written as a Jump Linear System (JLS)
where x C IR' is the state vector, u C ]R' the control input
and y C IRm the sensor output. The process noise is given
by wk e IR'n and the measurement noise by Vk e Rvm.
The variable
-yk indicates if the packet containing Uk was
received at the plant (-Yk = 1) or if it was dropped (Yk =
0). It is assumed if the packet is dropped the plant applies
no control for that timestep, i.e. it evolves open loop. Note
also there is no network between the plant/sensors and the
estimator/controller, so measurements are always available.
We further assume A is unstable, (A, B) is controllable and
(A, C) is observable, so that in the absence of the network
F and L are designed to make A-+BF and A-LCA stable.
We also make the assumption that CB :t 0. This will be
required as we desire to recover the fate of
-yk at time k + 1,
meaning we need the effect of -yk be present in
Yk+1 = CXk+1 = CAXk-+ yCBuk+ dk
where dk = Cwk + vk+1. If CB = 0, the -yk would disappear
from Yk+±1
Under the UDP-like communication scheme we are con-
sidering, the estimator does not have any knowledge about
the value -Yk. Therefore if one were to design an observer
for this system it could take the form of
X+1 = Axk- + ykBuk + L(yk+1 CAxsk- XCBUk) (4)
where the decision must be made how to select Yk.
Writing the estimation error as eC = Xk X we see it
evolves according to
ek+1 = (A -LCA)eCk + (-Y1k- 1k)(B-LCB)uk + Zk
(5)
Xk+1 Ho(k)Xk
[ A+ -ykBF
(7)
--YkBF 1
Ho(k) A L (8)
G,a(k) A-LCA-G(k)
G (k) (-Yk -Yk) (B -LCB)F (9)
-Z, ek {O, 1} (10)
where we see that if yk = -yk then G (k) = 0 and the
estimation error will evolve as eC+ = (A -LCA)ek which
is clearly stable. Recalling the UDP-like communication pro-
tocol, however, the estimator receives no acknowledgement
and hence does not know the value of -yk when deciding on
7k. As a result the estimator could either try to reason about
-yk (if possible) or simply set yk to a predetermined value.
The latter situation is what we refer to as the naive
schemes. Let us investigate them and see the drawbacks.
If we assume the packet drop sequence is independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) with an expected value given by
E[ykI = y, then it might seem logical to set ak = for all k
as was done in [6]. Though the problem setting was slightly
different, the approach can be applied here and the resulting
JLS has two modes given by
A + kBF
G-(k)
YLCBF
A-LCA-G(k) j
G-(k) = (yk - y)(B -LCB)F,
with
-yk C {0, 1}. In order for the closed loop to be stable
clearly at least one of the switching modes must be stable.
When -yk = 0 the state evolves as Xk+1 = AXk so that
mode will be unstable, thus the only hope is if the mode
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corresponding to =Yk 1 is stable. but with only F and L as
design parameters, for :t 1 it may not even be possible to
make this matrix stable!
Another option for preselecting ~k is to set it to either 0
or 1. Clearly setting k= 0 will not work as in this case
none of the modes are stable. If we let =k 1 then the JLS
is defined by
[ A+ kBF -kBF ]
G, (k) A -LCA -Gl(k)
G 1 (k) =( -1) (B -LCB)F,
with Ck e {0, 1}. When =k 1 we see the switching mode
is stable. Thus far it would appear to be the best option to
use as an estimator. The downfall is of course, for k= 0
the error dynamics are unstable. Any sequence of drops will
cause the estimator error to grow. As one would expect, the
estimation error can still converge to zero as k -> oc, but
only for values of close to 1.
For any system we design, the state will evolve open loop
when k= 0, but if we were able to design a system that
could recover =k =k at time k+1, then the estimation error
would still be converging. In fact, if we can get =k =k we
return to the TCP case and can tolerate a higher percentage
of drops.
III. ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
As stated above it is clear that it is advantageous to choose
an estimator scheme that could recover =k =k as this
would make the NCS revert to the TCP-like communication
protocol. We will use an estimator algorithm consisting of
the state observer from Eqn. (4) and choosing Yk according
to the mode observer
Tk = arg min IYk+1 -CAJck-CBUk 12 . (1i1)
The norm above, and all other norms in this paper, are
assumed to be the 2-norm unless otherwise explicitly stated.
The mode observer above can be shown to recover the true
state of
-}k under the conditions below.
Proposition 1: The mode observer that chooses ~k ac-
cording to Eqn. (11) will give =k =k if
uTjBTCTCBukI > 2 lVTBTCT(CAk + dk) (12)
Proof: Returning to Eqn. (11) we can write
IIYk+1 CAx-k /3CBUks2
CAXk + '7kCBUk + dk -CAxk -
IICAek + dk + ('-7k 3)CBUkl2
ecATCT CAeC + Tc dck
+('7k 3)2 UTBTCTCBUk
+ 2(Qk /3)uTBTCT(CAek + dk )
/fCBUk 2
Since eTATCTCAek + d/Tdk > 0 and is independent of
(Qk, Q) we can remove it from the minimization, that leaves
J(k, /3) = (-k -) UTBTCT CBUk
+ 2(k -/3)u/TBTCT(CAek + dck).
Recall that Ck e {0, 1} and Q C {0, 1}, so we have four
possibilities for J according to Table I.
TABLE I
(Yk,!3) J
(0, 0) 0
(0, 1) UTBTCTCBUk -2u TBTCT(CAek + dk)
(1, 0) UTBTCTCBUk + 2uTBTCT(CAek + dk)
(1,1) 0
Clearly since J is being minimized, a sufficient condition
for = kiS
uTBTCTCBuk ± 2UT/jBTCT(CAek + dk) > 0 (13)
and since both terms in Eqn. (13) are scalars this is
equivalent to Eqn. (12). U
Remark 2: The condition given in Proposition 1 is in
terms of the control, error and noise signals. Later it will
be shown how this condition can be turned into a design
criterion.
Remark 3: The condition given by Eqn. (12) in Proposi-
tion 1 is only a sufficient condition to get ik= -k, it is not
necessary. Returning to Table I, we see that for k= 0 we
only require uTBTCTCBuk -2uTBTCT(CAek +dk) > 0
and for =Yk 1 it is only necessary for u/TBTCTCBuk +
2u/TBTCT(CAek + dk) > 0. Thus the necessary and
sufficient conditions for =k =k can be written as
{ =k O and
u/BTCTCBuk 2u/TBTCT(CAek + dk) > 0
or
k = l and
uT BTCTCBUk + 2u/TBTCT(CAek + dk) > 0
but since we don't know the value of ,k we use the sufficient
condition of Proposition 1.
Lemma 4: If the error has converged and there is no noise,
i.e. ek = 0 and dk = 0, then the mode observer will return
the correct value of Yk. If Uk = 0 the output of the mode
observer does not affect the state observer.
Proof: With ek = dk = 0 we see that the right hand
side of Eqn. (12) is zero as well. Thus for any Uk 4t 0 the
sufficient condition is satisfied and k= 7k. If Uk = 0 then
the left hand side of Eqn. (12) is zero and we could get
'k # '7k. Of course since Uk 0 this mistake does not
affect the estimation error as ('7k k) (B-LCB) Uk =. O
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A. SISO Systems
It turns out more can be proven if we consider single-
input-single-output (SISO) systems.
Corollary 5: Consider SISO systems, so that Uk C kR,
Yk C JR and CB C JR and we can replace Eqn. (12) with
CBUk > 2lCAek+ dk (14)
Proof: Since we are considering SISO systems we have
CBuk C R and (CAek + dk) C R. Thus we can write
uBTCTCBuk
2u BTCT (CAek + dk)
(CBuk )2
2(CBuk)(CAek + dk)
which we can use to rewrite Eqn. (12) according to
(CBUk)2 > 2 (CBuk) (CAek + dk)
and simplify to get Eqn. (14). 0
Now that we have the sufficient condition on (Uk, ek, dk)
for Yk= -Yk, we would like to ensure this sufficient condition
is satisfied. If we knew ek and dk, we could simply pick Uk
to satisfy the condition but of course these are unknown.
Instead assume we do know a bound on the initial error
keo0 < 6e and that we consider only norm bounded noises
lidkil < d, liZkZl < 6z.
The estimation error from the state observer that is given
in Eqn. (5) can be evaluated at time k according to
k-1
ek = (A -LCA)keo + 3 (A -LCA)k-j- h
j=o
hj = (j - yj) (B- LCB)uj + zj
If we assume that we are always able to pick a Uk satisfying
Eqn. 14 then = and the norm of the estimation error
can be bounded according to
lek 11K<11 (A -LCA)ke + AKlk' (15)
where
k-1
Mk Z (A -LCA)kJl (16)
j=o
with Mo = 0 and M1 = I.
Lemma 6: The norm of the estimation error, as given in
Eqn. (15), will be bounded as k -> oc.
Proof: Since A LCA is stable we have
lim 11(A-LCA)k 1 0, so the first term in Eqn. (15)
k-00c
will go to zero as k -> oc. It remains to show that the sum
Mk will converge and be upperbounded by a finite value,
lim Mk = M < oc. Since A -LCA is stable there exists
a finite integer s > 0, such that K (A- LCA)s < 1.
Set q to be the smallest s, then for all i C [tq, (t + l)q -1),
t> 1, we get
(A -LCA)t 1 = 11 (A-LCA)q*(ilq)~
< 11(A-LCA)qllt/q
= Ktlq < Kt
Therefore we have
q-1
M = Z Il(A
Jo
q-1
=E I(A
j=o
00
LCA)iJ1 + , 11 (A -
j=q
2q-1
LCA)i 1 + E 11 (A
j=q
3q-1
+ 1: (A -LCA)ji1 + . . .
j=2q
q-1
< Z Il(A
J=o
q-1
=E Il(A
j=o
LCA)i
- LCA)i
LCA)iJ1 + qK + qK2 + qK3 + . . .
LCA)iJ + qK
Hence the estimation error will be bounded as k -> oc
q-1
lim ek 1 < 5z 1: (A
=o
-LCA)J 1l + KK) (17)
U
We can now use this information to design a control law
that will ensure =k =Yk according to the Proposition below.
Proposition 7: For SISO systems, if we pick at each time
step a control value that satisfies
Ukl > CR [LICA (ll(A LCA)k de +Mk6z) +6d]
~~~~CB~~~~~~~~(8
then we are guaranteed to have = k. In addition the
right hand side of Eqn. (18) will be remain upperbounded
by a finite value as k --> oc.
Proof: We will prove the first statement by induction. Pick
any u0 satisfying Eqn. (18). Then we can write
CBuo > 2[ ICAII (l(A -LCA)°0d& + Mo6z) + 6d]
> 2[ ICAII |eO|| + 6d]
> 2[ ICAeo0l + 6d] > 2|CAeo +do
which by Corollary 5 implies YO = -O then from Eqn. (15)
el < A -LCAl e + Ml 6z. Now repeat the steps above,
pick any u1 satisfying Eqn. (18) and we get
CBu1l > 2[ ||CA|| |Ce1l +ad]
> 2 [llCAel + 6d] > 2lCAel + dl
implying 7l = l and 1 e2 K< (A -LCA)2 de + M26d.
Then by induction it can be shown that choosing Uk to satisfy
Eqn. (18) gives =k =Yk for all k and the norm of the error
stays bounded above by Eqn. (15).
The second statement is a direct result of Lemma 6. The
right hand side of Eqn (18) is upper bounded as k -> oc by
ICR [ CAll | E (A - LCA)J l + qK) z + d1
5600
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We now have a state and mode observer together with a
constraint on the control action to ensure the fate of the kth
control packet (Yk) can be recovered at time k + 1. This
assures the estimation error will be bounded. The algorithm
is summarized in Fig. 2. We are of course also interested
in the closed loop performance of the system. Below we
show that in the noise-free case we can achieve almost sure
stability with a slightly modified state feedback controller.
Fig. 2. Estimator Algorithm.
where
A + BF -BF
H1 LCAJ
L 0 A-LCA j[A 01
0 A -LCA]
(22)
(23)
Proof: It is easy to see that the modified state feedback
controller in Eqn. (20) satisfies
1Uk1 IFX + Ak > Ak
with equality only holding if FX = 0. If IFX > 0 then
Eqn. (19) is satisfied and k= , if IFx = 0 then Uk = 0
and the control will not affect the estimation as described in
Lemma 4.
We can write the closed loop system as
Xk+1B. SISO and Noise Free Systems
If we assume there is no noise acting on the system, we
have wk = Vk = Zk = ad = 6z = 0. In this case the
condition of Proposition 7 reduces to
1Uk1 '>\BAA2 )kp~U~ A C=R~CA~~(A-LCAk e
Ho(k)Xk + Qk
1, if
-k= 1
12, ifyk =0
Qk = e-yksgn(Fxk) B Ak
(24)
(25)
(26)
(19)
As we will now show, using a modified version of a state
feedback controller we can make the closed loop system
almost surely stable. The definition and sufficient conditions,
taken from [10], [11], of almost sure stability for a JLS of
the form of Eqn. (7) with 0(k) C {1, 2,... N} is
From above we see the H1 matrix will be stable and the H2
matrix unstable. Following the definitions of the P-norm,
llHfl1p < I and llHfl1p < ||H2llp.
Define Di(k)
k-1
I| Ho(j) for i < k -1 and Dk(k)
j=i
I, where 0(j) C {1, 2} and the multiplication is on the
Pr lim llXk =10 .k0
If the modes of the JLS, {0(k)}, are a finite-state erg
Markov process with unique invariant distribution Pr[0(i
j] =j, then the system is almost surely stable if there e
N
some norm such that JllHi < 1.
i=l
Theorem 8: Using the state and mode observers descr
above along with the state feedback controller
Uk = F + sgn(Fxk)Ak
where F is designed such that A + BF is stable, the cl
loop system is almost surely stable if for y E[-y]k t
exists some P-norm, defined in [12], such that
H17l H2 lp- <1
left. For example, Do (3) Ho(2)Ho(1)Ho(o). Similarly
k-1
define Ei (k) = I Ho p.j)P We have the following easily
j=i
verifiable relationships:
1) Di(k) =Dj(k)Di(j) and Ej(k) = Ej(k)Ei(j) for
any i <j <k
2) E0Dj(k)>kp< EH(k)
3) EO(k) > Ej(k)llHjlp for any k- I > i> 0
(20) 4) Pr lim Eo(k) = (|Hfll7 |lH2l17J)
(21)
1 from
the law of large numbers and from Eqn. (21) we see
that Pr [lim Eo(k) = 0 1 and in fact EO(k) -> 0
as k -> oc exponentially fast in k.
5601
1 Constrain the control to satisfy
k> 2B [IICAI (1(A -LCA)kIae + Ik) +6d
2. Run the mode observer to select 'Yk according to
)Yk = arg min Yk+j1-C k-CAk2L3e{O,1}
3. Run the state observer
x+1 = Ak+'ykBUk+L(Yk+ -CAXk kCBU)
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Also let B [ * This allows us to write
kl1
~~Xk~~P Do (k)Xo IPI:Di+IZ(k)Q
=O p
K DO(k)~~~Xo~~
kl1
+J: ~Di+j(k) p ~Qjp
t=O
kl1
< EO(k) IXO IP+ZEEi+1(k)BAi
i=O
EO(k) X0 IIP
+Zt± BA(k) H1 + HA
H-1 A± i
< Eo(k) lXo Ip+BEo(k)Z AH
=Eo(k) ( 11P+C2B k1CAeZKi)
where
K, (A -LCA)i
The next step is to prove that Ki has a finite upper bound for
all i. To simplify notation let A1 = A + BF and A2 = A-
LCA. Denote or, = p(Al) and (J2 = p(A2), i.e. the spectral
radius of A1 and A2 respectively, and (7 = max(ul, u2).
Note since H1 is block diagonal with A1 and A2 on the
diagonals we have p(H1) = (7. From pg. 299 of [13] we
know that for any matrix norm 1 1 on a matrix T C ]R'X
we have llTtll > p(T)i. Then we can write
IIH1 t± 1> IH{+± 11 > p(Hi)t+l =t±l
Letting V2 be a matrix which can diagonalize A2, i.e.
V2 1A2V2 = A2 with A2 being the diagonal matrix of the
eigenvalues of A2, we can write
(A -LCA)t
Now let C1 =
ments we get
= 11V2Ai V- 1
K llV2 V21
= llV2 V21 72
H v2 1V and combining the above state-
a
Ki <C1 (7)2 < Cl.
In fact, if or1 > (r2 then ( = (1 and Ki -> as i --> oo.
Since (A, B) is controllable and (A, C) observable we can
make or, > (J2, this is equivalent to having the observer
eigenvalues faster than the controller.
As we only need Ki to be upperbounded we can simply
use the bound that Ki < C1 for all i. Now we return to the
P-norm on Xk to get
XklIP < Eo(k) (lXollp + CR CA 5eZKi)
< E0(k) ( lXolp+ CRB |lCAll )kC,
taking the limit as k -> oc we see that from the right hand
side we get
Pr Ilim Eo(k) 1KXollp + k 2B llCAll&Cj = 0[k-thus C
thus Pr [liM KXk
~p =o] 1.
1
-I
IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
To illustrate the effectiveness of the estimator algorithm
consider the following example,
= 32 B = F C = [ O 1
The open loop eigenvalues for this system are fairly unstable
at (1.2, 1.6). The feedback and observer gains are chosen to
place the eigenvalues ofA+BF and A-LCA at (0.07, 0.08)
and (0.05, 0.06) respectively. This translates into setting the
gains to F = [-20.6, -2.65] and L = [4.6401,0.9984]T.
The initial state and error are assumed to be bounded by
xo < 2 and e-0 < 2. We picked i 0.75. We
simulated the system from random initial conditions and with
random realizations of the packet drop sequence.
At first we will assume there is no noise acting on the
system. Using the new scheme a typical response profile is
shown in Fig. 3. The top plots show the evolution of the
state vector and the estimation error. The middle plots show
the sequence of -k for this simulation and of (-k -k )2.
As can be seen, our estimation algorithm recovers =k
-k at every timestep, which allows the estimation error to
converge quickly. The control history is plotted in the bottom
plots, showing the corrective term decays to zero and Uk
approaches F'Xk.
In Fig. 4 the norm of the state and estimation error are
plotted for the algorithm presented in this paper and the other
naive schemes described in Section II. The naive schemes
that use = 0 and k= can be seen to have diverging
state and estimation error as expected (they are the two lines
that go off the plot after timestep 2). The naive scheme using
=k 1 performs slightly better. As expected the norms
of the state and estimation error decrease during the burst
of successful packet reception, but during a burst of drops
the norms grow very large. In fact they grow to as large as
kejq9 = 7.62 x 105 and 1x21f = 1.95 x 107. So although
the naive scheme of = 1 may converge almost surely
as k -> oc for close to unity, it can display this terrible
performance during a burst of packet drops.
Though the convergence properties have not been shown to
hold in the presence of process and sensor noise, simulations
show the algorithm to behave very nicely. We let the process
5602
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Fig. 5. Comparison of state history for various control-estimation schemes.
new scheme
==E[y] Finally, this paper assumed there was no network between
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-
~~~~~hatfAy0=,
*r.1'-hat(y)- 0the plant/sensors and the controller/esimator. If there were ah = 1t
10 15 25 lossy network between these two units that would mean the
estimator would not always have Yk available. This would
make the recovery of -k most likely impossible when the
sensor measurement is lost. Dealing with this situation could
be an interesting topic of future research.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of state history for various control-estimation schemes.
noise be bounded by wk < 2 and the sensor noise by
UlVkll < 1, thus we get 6d < 1 + 2 and 6, < 11.46. In
Fig. 5 we again compare the various schemes.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented an approach to control a dynamical system
when the control signal is sent from the controller/estimator
to the actuators/plant using UDP-like communication proto-
cols, namely without an acknowledgement being sent to the
controller to indicate if the plant received the data packet
or not. The plant applies the control signal if it is received,
otherwise it evolves open loop.
The convergence and closed loop stability proofs required
certain restrictions that we would like to relax. The first is
that there was no noise. With bounded noise it should be pos-
sible to show that state and estimation error remain bounded.
Designing a feedback scheme and showing convergence for
the general MIMO case would also be a logical next step.
Another extension would be to consider cases where
CB = 0 but CA'B = 0, that is the input at time k does
not appear in the output until time k + 1. The idea would be
to try designing a similar mode observer so that k can be
recovered but not until time k + 1. This would most likely
mean using a state feedback signal delayed I time steps.
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